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Sentence
Meaning of phrasal 
verb in the sentence

1 The boy could not get at the berries. to be able to reach

2 The bakery turns out 5000 buns each day. to produce

3 The teacher noticed her nod off while she was teaching. to fall asleep

Underline the phrasal verb in the sentence.
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Sentence
Meaning of phrasal 
verb in the sentence

1 The boy could not get at the berries. to be able to reach

2 The bakery turns out 5000 buns each day. to produce

3 The teacher noticed her nod off while she was teaching. to fall asleep

4 We had to fight back to get our ancestral property.
to defend and get 
back lost thing

5 The headmaster gave away the trophies. to transfer

6 The workers carried out the instruction on time. to perform duty

7 We usually hang out outside the college canteen.
to spend time with a 
group

8 The Chinese cook chops off carrots at great speed.
to cut somehting into 
small pieces

9 Do not get down from a moving bus. to descend

10 The parents called out but the children did not listen. to shout aloud

     Phrasal Verbs

                Underline the phrasal verb in the sentence.

TEST 1
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11 Sai is worn out after swimming and football practice. to become very tired

12 The baby went on crying till her diaper was changed.
to continue for long 
time

13 The cheetah tried to get out of the cage. to escape from

14 The mothers took down the recipe at the 'chef meet'. to write

15 The twins need to burn off their obesity by exercising.
to get rid off 
unwanted fat

16 Hiya asked for a Barbie doll set as a return gift.
to say what you wish 
to have

17 Dad is looking for a video on the internet. to search for

18 We carried on with our surfing on the net at the mall. to continue

19 I could not finish the quiz as I ran out of time.
to fall short of 
something

20 Sai aimed at clearing the entarnce exam. to try to achieve

Underline the phrasal verb in the sentence.
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21 Delhi Daredevil team went down fighting hard. to lose

22 As I was sleepy I truned off the radio. to switch off

23 Do not worry everything will turn out to be fine.
to happen as 
planned

24 I turned on the red tap to get hot water.
to start the flow of 
something

25 Reena's weight went down due to dieting. to reduce

26 We fail to understand how the fire came about. to happen

27 The traffic police let off the lady on the bike.
to allow to go 
without punishment

28 He cannot put up with his cousin's snoring anymore. to tolerate

29 Our neighbours looked after our pets while we were away. to take care of

30 Sachin dropped out of college to excel in cricket.
to leave before 
completing

Underline the phrasal verb in the sentence.
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31 Let us get down to practice for the mock tests. to do seriously

32 We are palnning to set up a new office in Bhubaneswar. to establish

33 Dacoits broke into the ATM. to enter forcibly

34 We ran into each other at the airport lounge. to meet unexpectedly

35 By talking rudely, they got into trouble at the toll naka.
to be involved in 
something 
unpleasant

36 The hockey team captain did not check in last night.
to arrive and report 
at a location

37 They could not turn up for the sangeet ceremony. to appear

38 They took an hour to put out the flames at the pantry. to extinguish

39 The doctor went through all my medical reports. to study or examine

40 Bibha could not figure out the joke told by Chinki.
to understand or 
solve

Underline the phrasal verb in the sentence.
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1 get at 11 worn out 21 went down 31 get down

2 turns out 12 went on 22 turned off 32 set up

3 nod off 13 get out 23 turned out 33 broke into

4 fight back 14 took down 24 turned on 34 ran into

5 gave away 15 burn off 25 went down 35 get into

6 carried out 16 asked for 26 came about 36 check in

7 hang out 17 looking for 27 let off 37 turn up

8 chops off 18 carried on 28 put up 38 put out

9 get down 19 ran out 29 looked after 39 went through

10 called out 20 aimed at 30 dropped out 40 figure out
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